Hints: (1 to 5):

Mon – Physics
Tue – Botany
Wed – Math
Thu – Chem
Fri – Statistics
Sat – Zoology
Sun – English

Hints: (6 to 8)

Two possibilities are there:

Possibility 1
Seventh Floor - Q
Sixth Floor - Vacant
Fifth Floor - P
Fourth Floor - T
Third Floor - S
Second Floor - V
First Floor – R

Possibility 2
Seventh Floor - Q
Sixth Floor - Vacant
Fifth Floor - P
Fourth Floor - T
Third Floor - S
Second Floor - V
First Floor – R
Either of them answers the questions uniquely.

**Hints: ( 9 -13)**

Mon – Sprinting
Tue – Wrestling
Wed – Football
Thu – Shooting
Fri – Basketball
Sat – Boxing and Cycling
Sun – Weightlifting and Swimming